
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a manager, experience strategy.
We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply
for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for manager, experience strategy

Research – CX market research, competitor research and UX research,
alignment to commercial opportunity market research, pulling key findings
and recommendations
Leading cross function teams, to deliver CX high quality Discovery reviews,
this will cover ‘as is’ and market summaries, ‘go to’ Vision recommendations
Cultivate and grow client business
Adaptability to lead strategic engagements that involve shaping a customer
experience strategy through the deep analysis and understanding of
generative research ‘lean’ or hypothesis led approaches that use the
principles of design thinking to build strategies through continuous
prototyping and refinement of a value proposition
Collaborate with clients and internal partners to generate ideas, products and
strategies that utilize innovative technology, emerging channels–web, mobile,
social, chat, kiosk, – to compliment traditional channels
Build out high-priority, customer-centric Digital Capabilities
Work with leadership on various levels of presentations around product and
strategy
Self-manage - high potential and high performing
Deliver on Digital products/capabilities through creativity and collaboration
with various stakeholders – IT and Business
Think Minimum Viable Product approach, Customer and Mobile First

Example of Manager, Experience Strategy Job
Description
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Data analysis and root cause interpretation
Ability to be agile and work in a cross-product interactive environment
Communication is key in the role as you will work directly with internal and
external partners, provide strategic direction across multiple teams
Minimum ten (10) years of experience getting results through others
Demonstrated analytical and technical skill set, with an ability to synthesize
and analyze product-related data across an array of sources (e.g., Marketing,
Consumer Insights, Industrial Engineering, ) to evaluate product effectiveness
Lean certification preferred but not required


